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Fingerprint-based structure representation has a broad
range of applications including, but not limited to,
diversity analysis, compound classification, chemical
space visualization [1], activity landscape modelling and
similarity searching. It has been shown that depending
on the particular fingerprints used, the outcome of simi-
larity searching [2] or activity landscapes [3] can be very
different. Combining structure representations is a com-
mon practice to increase the performance of similarity
searching [4]. Also, combining representations for activ-
ity landscape modelling has been proposed to generate
robust descriptive SAR models [5]. However, the selec-
tion of fingerprints to be combined is not an easy task.
As part of our efforts to select fingerprint representa-
tions to generate consensus representations of chemical
space and activity landscapes [5,6] herein we discuss the
results of a systematic comparison of more than 10 2D
and 3D fingerprint representations in terms of perfor-
mance in diversity analysis (as opposed to similarity
searching). We employed more than 20 data sets from
different sources relevant to drug discovery. In this
work the widely used Tanimoto coefficient was
employed. The approach presented here can be easily
extended to other similarity measures, additional finger-
prints and molecular databases. We also discuss the
typical mean/median similarity values of selected finger-
prints across databases from different sources.
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